A general procedure is presented for constructing and analyzing approximations of dynamic programming models. The models considered are the monotone contraction operator models of Denardo (1967) , which include Markov decision processes and stochastic games with a criterion of discounted present value over an infinite horizon plus many finite-stage dynamic programs. The approximations are typically achieved by replacing the original state and action spaces by subsets. Tight bounds are obtained for the distances between the optimal return function in the original model and (1) the extension of the optimal return function in the approximate mode! and (2) the return function associated with the extension of an optimal pohcy in the approximate model. Conditions are also given under which the sequence of bounds associated with a sequence of approximating models converges to zero.
1. Introductioni and summary. If the state and action spaces in a dynamic programming model are large (infinite, for example), it is often convenient to use an approximate model in order to apply a dynamic programming algorithm to obtain an approximate solution. A natural way to construct an approximate model is to let the new state and action spaces be subsets of the original state and action spaces; then define the new transition and reward structure using the transition and reward structure of the original model. Having defined the smaller model, calculate the optimal return function and optimal policies for the smaller model and use them to define approximately optima! return functions and approximately optimal policies for the original model by a straightforward extension. An interesting question in this setting is: what desirable properties do these extensions have for the original model? It is the purpose of this paper to partially answer this question.
We begin in §2 with a definition of the model to be studied, which is the monotone contraction operator model of Denardo (1967) . We indicate how two such models can be compared in §3 and give tight bounds on the difference between the optima! return function in one model and the extensions from the other model. These comparisons can be made when the state and action spaces of one model are subsets of the corresponding state and action spaces of the other model, but also in other circumstances. The special case in which the state and action spaces of one model are in fact subsets of the state and action spaces in the other model is discussed in §4. Several different methods for defining the transition and reward structure in the smaller model are considered. In §5 we prove limit theorems. Under appropriate conditions, a sequence of approximately optimal return functions generated from a sequence of approximate models converges uniformly to the optimal return function in the original model. In §6 we consider a special case of the monotone contraction operator model^the standard stochastic sequential decision model. Finally, extensions are discussed in §7. For example, corresponding results exist for finite-stage dynamic programs, stochastic games and models with unbounded rewards.
for all u,vEV and 8 G ^. The contraction assumption implies that Hg has a unique fixed point in V for each 5 e A. The unique fixed point of H^, denoted by Vg, is called the return function associated with policy 8. Let / denote the optimal return function., defined by f{s) -sup{(;g(.^) : S G A}. Let f be the maximization operator on K, defined by [F(L")](5) = sup{[//5(t-)](5) : S GA}. Perhaps the key structural property of this model is that the operator F inherits properties (B. M, C) and has/ as its unique fixed point. Call a policy 8 optimal if v^ =/and e-optional if v^{s) > f{s) -e for all s G S.By Corollary 1 of Denardo (1967) , there exists an e-optimal policy for each e > 0. We frequently apply the following basic result, which is Theorem 1 of Denardo (1967 
PROOF._ The first inequality is obvious; we consider the second. Since ^^< Ff = f for each 8 e A, we can substitute e{f) for v in For all w,
By the triangle inequality.
for all s E S.
PROOF. Since £-(5*) E A, v^^,^ < /. The triangle inequality plus Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 imply that with Lemma 3.1 being used in the last step, i REMARKS.
(1) It is easy to construct examples in which the inequalities here are equalities.
(2) Note that the bounds here involve K(v) rather than K(t:). The first part of the proof of Theorem 3.1 can be imitated to obtain e{f){s) < f(s) + (I -c)^^K(f), but the second part does not yield corresponding results. More generally, it is easy to e(v xfiy or construct examples which show that it is not possible to bound IKs -i-Vo(fi)ll using K{v) in (3.1). Bounds on [|/-e{f)\\ in terms of / and different distance measure appear in §5 of Hinderer (1978) . (3) It is possible to examine the effect of replacing a good policy 5* by the "cruder" policy e ° p{8*). If 5* is t-optimal, then v^.
4. Smaller models. We now consider the special case of two comparable models in which S d S and (,j C A ^^for each 5 E S. We can obtain the maps p : A^^A ^^y e : S-*S and e^ : A^^^-^-^A, by constructing partitions of S and A^ for each 5 G 5, and then selecting one point from each partition subset. In particular, let (Sy, J G/) be a partition of subsets of 5, i.e., 5 = U ._, S' , and 5, n \ =(f)ifi ^ i with no restriction on the cardinality of /. Let S = (5,, / E /} be obtained by selecting one point from each subset in the partition of S. For each / G / and each s G 5"., let {A-,JGJ^) be partitions of nonempty subsets of A^, where again there is no restriction on the cardinality of the index sets 7,. We require that the cardinality of the partitions of A^ be the same for all s G S^, but it may vary with i. Moreover, thejth subset A^ of A^^ is matched with theyth subset A^j of A^^ for all 5j, 52 E 5,. 
by [Hl(v)](s) = h'(s, 8'{s), v).
This embedding is the symmetric extension introduced in §7 of Denardo [2] . The primed model here is specified completely by^5" = 5, A'^ = Ap^^y for s E S, and h' above. It is elementary that Vs' = e(vg) for al! 6 E A, cf. Theorem 5 of [2] . Hence^ the new model (S',{A'^, s E S'], h') is a representation of the smaller model (S, {^,, / G /}, h) with the same state space as the larger model. Moreover, the theorems in §3 comparing the models (5, [A^, s G S] , h) and (.S", {A-, i E I], h) are natural generalizations of the symmetry theorem in §7 of [2] , comparing the models (S', {A'^, s E S'}, h') and (S, {A^, i El), h).
Limit theorems.
Given a dynamic programming model as defined in §2, we should expect that it is possible to construct a sequence of approximating smaller models as defined in §4 such that the smaller models become better and better approximations for the original models as the partitions associated with the smaller models become finer and finer. In particular, we should hope that the sequences of return functions {£"(/")} and {v^ / §.)} generated from the sequence of smaller models converge to the optimal return function /. The results in this section apply to al! the !oca! income functions in (4. l)-(4.3); we only assume h has modulus c and (4.5) is satisfied for all v E I^. In fact, it is only used for v = p{f)- THEOREM 
//(4.5) holds for v = e^ " p^if) for all n, then there exists a sequence of finite partitions of S and A^, s E S, such that lim^^R EMARKS. (1)
The proof is constructive, but the construction is of limited practical value because the optimal return function / is used. This does suggest a heuristic method: first make a rough estimate of/and then apply the construction using it. For example, use <?"_[(/"_[) to define the partitions in the nth approximating model with On the other hand, by part (a).
(c) By the triangle inequality,
Mh-fW < ll^(/)-^ ^/'C/)!! + We-'Pif)-f\\
PROOF OF THEOREM 5.1. Since/ E V, property B implies there exists a constant K such that \his, 8isyf)\ < K for all 5 E 5 and 6 E A. Hence, for each « > 1, a finite partition of nonempty subsets of the set of all state-action pairs can be constructed by letting
Bk = {{s,a) : s E S, a E A^, k/n < his, a,f) <{k + \)/n], -oo <k < oo,
where we suppress the dependence on n. For each s E S and subset B^, define the 5-section of B,^ in the usual way as Associate with each state s the necessarily finite set /^ of indices for which the 5-sections are nonempty, i.e.,
h={k:iB,)^^0].
Define an equivalence relation on S by saying that 5, is equivalent to ^2 if /^ = I,. Let (^i, . . . , 5^} be the finite partition of equivalence classes in S. Form the state space S of the smaller model by selecting one point 5, from each subset Sj of this partition of S. For eaeh / and s G 5*,, use the subcollection of fi^ subsets for k E I^ to form the partitions of the action space A^. For example, suppose one such subcollection has been relabeled as {S, 1 < j < k}. Then let
Then select one point a^j from each subset A^j associated with the subcollection {BJ, 1 < 7 < k). Let the projection be defined as p(s) = s-and p(aj = a^^ if s E Sâ nd a^ G A^j. After reintroducing n, this construction yields L^if) <«""'. cf. In order to guarantee convergence of sequences of approximately optimal return functions associated with a sequence of approximating finite models via Theorem 5.1, great care must be taken in the choice of partitions. With appropriate continuity and compactness, the approximation scheme is relatively insensitive to the specific choice of partitions. In the following, there is only one action space A and the same partition of A is used for all s E S. where the integral is an abstract Lebesgue integral if v is measurable and an upper integral otherwise, cf. Example 3 of §8 in Denardo (1967) . Given such a stochastic sequential decision model, consider finite or countably infinite partitions of measurable subsets of S and A^ for each s G S, according to the scheme of §4. (We could also express everything in the more general setting of §3.) Let r(s^, a,.) be a real number bounded in absolute value by M for each i, J; let q[-\ s-, a^) be a subprobabiiity measure on S for each /,y; and let the local income function h be defined by 
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We now obtain a bound for K(v) in (3.1) using K^, K^ and y in (6.1).
c\\v K^. The convergence results can be used to prove that a stochastic game with large state and action spaces has a value. Approximations of noncooperative sequential games are discussed in Whitt (1977) . (4) Our purpose was to define and analyze deliberate approximations, but the second model could arise in other ways, for example, because of lack of information. When the system is in state s, the decision maker may only know that the system is in some subset p(s) of S or the decision maker may only have some j^robability distribution p(s) on the set S of possible states. The distance ||/-e(f)\\ may be considered the value of information in this context.
(5) The approach in the proof of Theorem 5.1 yields a new proof of a DubinsSavage measurable selection theorem, cf. §9 of Wagner (1977) and Whitt (1976) .
